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I,_!! ABSTRACT
A commercial CzOchralski_stai 8rowing furnace was converted to
. contin_ous growth-facility by installation of a small, in-sitUp_melter with
attendant silicon storage and transport mechanisms. The premeiter was
situated immediately over the primary melt and provided a molten silicon !
flow into the laggecrucible s|multaneously ascrystal wasbeing grown. 1
• The key element in this continuous Czochralskiprocess is the pgemelter i
and a substantial portion of the program involved its evolution into a work- ]
able design. The best arrangementtested was a vertical, cylindrical graphite 1
heater containing a small fu_ed quartz test tube liner from which the molten 1
silicon flowed out the bottom. Approximately 83 cm of nominal $-cm t
diameter crystal was grown with continuous melt addition furnished by the
test tube premelter. High-perfectlon crystal _tas not obtained, however, due 1
primarily to particulate contamination of the melt. A majorcontributor to 1
the particulate problem was savage silicon oxide buildup on the premelter i
which would ultimately drop into the primary melt. Elimination of this i
oxide buildup will require extensive study and experimentat'3n and the
ultimate success of continuous Czochralski depends on a successful solution
to this problem.
Economic modeling of the continuous Czoehralski process utilized the
IPEGoption of SAMICS.The influence of both crystal size and total furnace
run size were examined. Results of these studies indicate that for l O-cm
ip diameter crystal, 100-kg furnace runs of four or five crystals each are near
:. optimal. Costs tend to as.Vmptote:t the 100-kg level so little additional cost
improvement occurs at larger runs. For these conditions, crystal cost in
equivalent wafer area of around $16/m2 exclusive of polysilicon and slicing
is obtained. Lower crystal costs can be obtained by growing largerdiameter
I crystal in the i 2 to i 5-cm range.The outlook for achieving tile overall 1986
wafer cost goals is not optimistic because of high slicing costs. Continuous
Czochralski can, however, meet the near-term cost goals for silicon sheet
material.
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INTROI_CTION
Tlhls prOL_r_ImaddrL's._'dthL"t'L'a,_ibilityor"a L'Olttilltio|l_Czo4:hralskiproL'L'sscmiflo)'in_ l_quld
sili_:onm_,'Itr_pl_'ttishi1'ictitduring growth. Ail in4:omingflow of solid granularor nui_L't polysLli_:on
wd_ pr_mL'It_d in a small auxiliary _,'ru_:ilflefrom whi_:h liquid silk'otl was introduced into tlt('
main or priniaW cnicibS.'. Liquid mL,It addition ra.th_.,rthan solid addition was pursued bL,_.'aust.,his
r_pl_nishm_nLtc.'¢hn|qtt_ catts_'snfinlmal tltcrmal aild mc.'4:llagtic.'aldisturban_:_s to th_ primaw melt.
('otttlt)uous ('zo_.'hral._kiis dcfin_.,d It_'r_.,as thL"LzroW_ngof s_.'vcralcrystals front a sil)gK, liit¢,_r
With L'ontimtdJn'i_.,ltr_.'pIL'nishmc_i).tduring growth. "]'h_,'proo.,ss i.¢ intL'rtatptcdp_.'6odi_.'allyin order
to r¢li.lOV_.,_.'on)4fl_'t_'d_.'ta'stalsaftc.'r tlt_,'yhaw" grown to som_"max|retire prc,d_.,tc,mfinL,d si_L,.I)ttrittg
_.'Wstal r_.'moval, the' hot zone' is maintdit_c'd ttliLIcrpowc'r with th_ sill,:on il_ the"crtt_.'ibl_"rcmainillg
molten.
Sili_.'on _:rystal grown by the' ('zb_.'hral._kitcdmiqttL" (('z sil|_:on) is a w_,ll-_st:tblisltL,d pro¢_.,s._
prov_dlng ow'r o0,_. of the' singK, _.'rystalwal'_,r._utilized by the"worldwide s_:mi_:ondtt_.'torindustry.
This large, markc:t i_as_ has rc_tllt_,d in _.'Ol_titlualin)provc'mcnts in Cz furna_.'_s tmtt] _.'ttrrc.'nt-_O-kg
bat_.'h pull nta_:ldn_:srepr_.,sent ,_ fdirly mature tc'_'lmology, llow_.,vet, sill,:on sheet prodtl_,'c'dby
today's batch Cz pro_:css will not m_'et th(_mid i_)8()'s cost goals for solar _.'_11mat_.'ridl.']'h_.'r_"a_
s_'vcral, fairly obviott_, r_'asons for this of whi¢it ('z i|i,_ot sli_:Jngrc.,pr_sL,t'lt_a sizabK, _:ost _'lc'mcntas
do_s the,' polysJlJ_:on starting tnat_rial for £'z gr()wth. Both th_'s_ cost ¢:l¢.'ntL_tttsat'(' b_.'ingatt:t_.'kcd
througrt scw,ral programs in the" JPL LSA Proj_,_.'tattd will not be dis_.'u_sed further in this report
other than to tttdk_."r_'a_onabl_'_tssumptiotts r_garding _.'ostgo:ds of these _,'fforts. i
rh_., ('l.o_..hralski [_t-o_._,ssis hi:ltd.'rialsaatJ _':lpit_tlit|t_.'tssiv_.'.('ttrr_.'nt('z aJd-on _.'ost[i._'.. io70
_.'o_ts_'xdUsivL' of pol)'sili_.'ott, sli_'ittg, and profit) t\_r IO-_:m _'r.t'stalpttll_,d in the' bat_.'hmade _tt
i00"_ _'rystal .t,i_'ldis arotiltd $ol/m -_. Table' I girl's _t br_,_tkdown of this _:ost _..ompttt_,dby tile'
IPI!G Pri_.'_.'i!qtla|iott of SAMICS. I M_it_'rials:rod _.'_tpital_t_.'_.'ottl)tt\)r 84"_..of the.,tot_li _.'ost witlt
_.'rti_.'ib[_.'lill¢.'rsalon_.'rc,'pr_.'s_:t)ting_.'arlya third of Ilk' total. OIwiottsiy. it":t_.'rtt_:ibl_."lilt_.'r_.'ottJdb__
• r_'tls_'dol|ly om.'_',th_'tta J._"__.'_sts_lVil|gs_'ottld b_' r_'dliz_'dimm_.,Jiat_,l)'.Thtts, it is al_Par_'ntlidt
to d_,_.'r_'ds_'(:'zodlr;llski _'osts.it is II_.'_.'L'SS_it'yiO ill_.'rc.'_lsL'the' _:r)'si_llouti*ui p_'r|'tlrllLl_.'¢,'rtlll _lSStllllillg
tile'VarlOtlS_.'oslL'J¢_'nIL'I|ISin "i'_ibl_'I dOnot _'s_.'dJat_'fast,,'rthan the"Otltptlt.
Costs ili Table, I _lr_'_'xpr_'ss_'dlit doll,lr_ p¢.,v"Stludrt, iI_,t_,r of sili_'onsl_'_,t."l'lt_,_'oi),,'_'rsiofi
t'a_..torfrom ('z ingot to slio.'sus_'dwas Ib slk'_'.¢p_.'r_.'111OI" int_Otl_'ngth.Tilis r_'pr_'s_'lttsd yi_.'ldc'd
t
i
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Table I. C_whralski Crysta| Add.On Costs
(Batch Pull, 20 kBChaqle, 100% Yield)
C_ Cat_, Cost _ M Tmol
_-: Capitai $ 1%10.441m2 ?.1
Direct Lobm 4.02 8.1
CrucibleLiners 18.48 30.3
Other Materials 22.49 36.8
Miscellaneous 4.73 7.'_
$01.06]m 2 100.0_
slice plus kerf thickness ot"0.63 rant which is current state-of the-art for both ID sawing and multi_
blade shlrry slicing. Of conrse the costs in Table I are inversely proportional to tile ingot-slice
conversion rate. The sawing goal for the 1982 time frame is 25 slices/cm ingot length at 95%
yield2.3 for a net of 23.75 sllces/cm. Whh IO-cm diameter crystal, this sa_oing goal results ill a
convenient I m2 sheet/kg ingot. The application of the i982 goal to the costs in Table I results
ti in a 30% cost reduction to $4i. 14/m2 Cz add-on cost..
Three approaclles arc available to increase the crystal output per furnace run: (i) multicharg-
ing in which polysilicon is added to the crucible between ingots, (2) continuous growth with cruci-
ble silicon addition (solid or liquid) during growth, and (3)utilize super-large crucibles and pull
several crystals from the one pot: multlpulling. Experience with multlcharghtg4 indicated that
impurity buildup, especially carbon, is likely to be a controlling factor resulting in high-d;slocation
or even polysillcon growth after a few ingots, Similarly, multiple crystals pulled from a single large
cllarge would also exhibit a serious impurity buildup which would advei'Sely affect crystal quality.
P
w In view of these filndamental physical difficulties inherent in multlcharging or multipuliing.
a cot_tit'tuous Czochralski process WaSselected for developntental work since continuous Cz offers
tile lowest potential crystal co._t as well as a number of technical advantages over competing
approaches:
I. Unifornl ('rystal Resistivity: Continuous melt replenishment with doped polvsilicon
I" feed provides a constant dopant concentration in the melt. Thus, resistivity will be
uniform along the leltg(h of each crystal and no yield loss due to resisti_it_ ,_ilt
occur,
) 2. Slice-to-Slice Unil'onuity: in addition to axial resistivity unifonnity, crystal-to-
crystal ullltbrmity would be greatly enhanced since large polysilicon lois uniforlifly
doped coul¢! supply nla|ly conthiuous funs. Ill a contitiuous process, each crystal
would experience the sallte therlitai history and pull rate so that slices cut fret11 tiles," 1
crystals would be virtually identical. Consequently, solar cei[ processing could be !
optimized alid stand_trdized for maximum efficiency and processing ecoiiomics.
I
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3. hster Pull I_41t¢._:A ¢oillinuous process can pruvid¢ fasler pull fates tlPdribatch
processes.4 [:lister pulls not only lower crystal ¢o!_tsby improvln_ produclivity but
there is some evidence that l'aster pullg result in flatter _rowtli interl'_icesand lower
radiali'esistivity gradk,nts.
4. Inlpi'oved Tenlpcrattlr¢ Control: On_:¢ tltcrnlal stability is attained in a continuous
ruri. it is nlu¢ll ea.ci_:r to maintain optimal melt temperature slm.'e tile crucible
rem:iins stationaW during a pull.
5. Itighcf Productivity: Not o|lly does tile faster pull rate contribute directly to higller
production rages bat th_ dead times a.Csociatcd with batcli rl_lt-ins can be elimi-
nated. Thus. total cycle time to produce a given crystal weight can be shortened and
overall puller utili_.ation increased.
6. Lower Crystal Cost: The higher produ_:tivity of a continuous process contributes
directly to lower crystal c(,,, provided puller depreciation and maintenance are not
excessive. Current projections indicate that depreciation (or puller price) and main-
tenanc¢ can be held to acceptable levels. Another factor resulting in lower cost is
the inherently higher crystal yields a continuous process can provide. Stable themlal
conditions will provide good crystal diameter control so grind losses will be mini-
mized. Also, uniform crystal resistivity will eliminate this potential yield Ios_.
Various cost projections are given in Section ill.
The approacll to a continuous Cz filrnace pur,_ued in tills program was predicated on several
common-scns¢ guidelines deemed appropriate for a tlew gerleration of pullers:
!. Minimal Furnace Component Count: This reduces capital costs as well as redtlces
subsequent spares inventory costs.
2. Low-Complexity, Low-Cost Conlponents: Keep things simple and inexpensive to
nlinimize operating costs and provide higll reliability for extended furnace furls.
3. Easy Maintenance: This should follow as a natural consequence of a low com-
ponents count coupled with simplified, straightforward designs.
4. Low Energy Consumption: A ,:ontinttous puller should be less energy intensive than
a batch cliarge filrnace due to greater productivity per run. tto_vever, care must be
exercised in designing the attxiliary premelter to ensure that this energy advantage
is maintained.
5. Minimal Equipment Size: This is to lower eqtlipmenl and bttildlng amorlizaiiotb alld
occupancy costs.
in keeping with these gerleral design gtlid¢lines, Texas lnstrunlents constructed a fiirnace along
tlie lines illustrated ill Fig:ire I. A Varian 2848A puller was modified extensively to permit contil_-
I.IOtlis ilicon teed. Modifications ilicluded a Itew lower chariiber, additioll of a lligh-teml_erature
vacuum valve, and a modified upper chaniber to accept a Itamco cable seed-pull nlechanism
equipped with crystal weight readout. In addiiion, the polysilicon storage and teed components
depicied in Figure I were constructed. The vibratory ho!_per supplies granulal, chunk, ntlgget, or
I:
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SECTIONIi
TECHNICALDISCUSSION
A. FURNACE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Figure I showsthe basiccontinuousCz furnaceelements.Brief descriptionsaregivenbelowof
the variousdesignsandmodificationsmadeto theVarlan2848A to enablecontinuousoperation.
!. LowerDome
A new lower chanlberwasdesignedand built to accept the vacuumvalve,augerfeed,and
auxiliary melter. A fiat-top chamberwasutilized in order to minimizeoverallpullerheight.The
chamberisdouble-wallconstructionwith watexcooling.A 25-cm(10-inch)diametersideappendage
13cm (5 inches)longwasintegralwith the lowerchamberto provideroomfor theaugerfeedand
auxiliarymelter.Engineeringdrawingsof thechamberarecontainedin AppendixA.
2. UpperChamber
The existing upper chamber of the Varian 2848A furnace was utilized with the addition of
transition sections designed and built to mate the vacuum valve and to attach the Hamco cable
pull mechanism. Other minor modifications were effected ifl order to use the e_istJng chamber
lift mechanism. I!
L 3. AUgerFeed tiA commercial auger was purchased from Thomas Conveyor of Fort Worth, Texas. The auger ]i
was 76-mm ID and approximately one meter long and constructed of stainless steel. It was driven
by a 3/4 hp variable speed tic motor purchased from Hampton Products in Rockford, llllnois.
The auger assembly was vacuum-tight being sealed at the motor end by a dual O-ring design hav-
ing intermediate vacuum pumping. This O-ring arrangement proved to be virtually leak-free in
operation.
4. Silicon Hopper
i • Tile hopper was constructed of stainless steel and designed to 11010100 kg of silicon fines
I; whose average density is approximately 40% that of solid silicon. The hopper ild is alumittum with
l; an O-ring seal at the top flange. An Etiez Magneticvibratorwas attached to the corticalexit section
::P to prevent material clogging. Details of the ilopper are in Appendix A.
i
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A carefillassessmentof the heater,heat_hieldpackage,andchamber_pace_vailableindicated
that the standardVarian2_148A12-k8configurationwasadequate.Thus, no modtflcation_tO the
hot zone.weremade.
6. Miscellany
The stainless teelvacuumvalvebetweenthe lowerandupperchamberWa_Water-cooledand
pneumatically operated. Throat diameter was 15 cm. The valve wa_ manufactured by VAT of
Switzerland and was purchased throughHPS Corporation in Denver, Colorado.
The Hamco cable pull seed lift was purchased with the crystal weight readout option to enable
melt level control. The calibrated auger feed rate could be adjusted to balance the rate of crystal
withdrawalthereby maintaininga stationary melt level. No active feedback control was installed.
An auxiliary control panel for the melter, hopper, auger, and crystal weight controls and
readouts w_tsconstructed. This panel Wasattached to the top of the existing Varian poller control
Console.
The various puller parts, Withthe exception of the indicated purchased items, were fabricated
in the internal Texas Instruments machine shops.
B. PREMI:;LTERDEVELOPMENT
1. PremeiterPower Requirement
One of the goals of a continuous Cz process is to grow 10-cmdiameter crystal at !0 cm/h. At
these growth conditions, !838 g/h of polysilicon will be converted to crystal and this quantity must
be supplied by the premei_er.For estimation purposes, it is assumed that 1900 g/h of silicon will be
:. converted from a solid at room temperature to a liquid stream at the melting point of 1412°C. The
heat required is given by:
Q = rh c (Tmelt - Ttoom) + nl hif (1)
]_ in which
i
Q " heat required,W
• nl - silicon flow rate, 1900 g/h
c = averagesilicon specific heat, 917 J/kg-K
Tmclt = 1412°C
Troo._ = 25°C
hif- silicon heat of fusion, 1810 J/g
7 t
/ _9/_L) / 0 / OU /,,.3/-_ / ,"
................. ,.,.,,,_ t,t,,._.lL I .lulllt." -- I wiliI'_L'L'ultlI. L'Il, l I I I._IyI-_s
_}_-671W+q55W= [(_2fiW.
Titus,a mhtinluntl,remt'Iti.'rpowt,r of apfwoximat¢ly1.8kW ixrcqulredtomelttheincomingsolid
_! silicon stream.
Thiscalculationne/_le¢l._any heallossesint11¢process.Wry earlypr_rn¢lh.'rwo k indlcatcd
a power requiremeili around 6 kW wotlld be neceskacy Io oVercolt|e the various heat [osse._ and
provide sulTicien| heat to melt the silicon flow. ConSequently, a 9.kW power supply was purchased
: to provide a safety ntargin, ill actual practice, however, it was determined that with adequate '
• prem¢lter ittsulation only 3-4 kW was sufficient for tile test tube premelter design finally adopted.
p
,.-J_ 2. Pren_elter Experiments
ii Tile premelter design was tile key technical challenge in tile continuous puller concept
depicted in Figure i. In tact, this program in essence became a premelter development program.
In designing tile lower dome of Figure i, it was assumed that a horizontal premelter configuration
!i would be possible. However, as prenlelter development progressed in parallel with puller design, it ,
il became obvious that a horizontal arrar_gement would I_ot work, but, of necessity, the puller design
was frozen and under construction at that point. Consequently, the trial, vertical premelter was not
a perfect complement to the puller lower dome design.
initial experiments to dctennine a workable premelter design utilized a small RF power supply
operating at 5 MHz. At this f'requency, it was not possible to load directly into small polysilicon
nuggets so a graphite sleeve was placed over tile quartz tube crucible to proVide a load for the RF
power. Some success was achieved in melting silicon using this setup. A careful assessment of the
pros and cons of RF power indicated, however, that a RH (resistance-heated) auxiliary t:rucible had
many advantages. For instance, it_itial cost is lower, heater design is simpler, and maintenance is
_' considerably less for a RH power supply as opposed to a RF design. Consequerltly, subsequent work
,: focused on RH attxiliary crucibles.
t; A laboratory-scale experimental setup was assembled to t.-.st v_rious pJ'emelter configuratiorts.
Ii This work was done in a small sand quartz reactor tube 24-cnl ID by 46-cm lung .ndcr a I-atm
. argon ambient. A 400-A, 12-V power supply was utilized, The first design t_:sted was a v¢_tica,spilt-tube configuration shown in Figure 2 fabricated from high-density purified graphite, lhe tube
OD was 2.5 cm, the silica liner ID was i,0 cm, attd overall length was 20 era, The original design
; had a 3-ram orifice in tile base of tire liner and silicon was caused to flow from the tube by pres-):
_. surizing with argon while granular silicorl fines were being added. The flow of material tllrougll tile
_: orifice, even with larger openings, was never controllable due to the high surface tensiort of tile
_ melt. Tile major limitation was that of achieving a sufficiently high temperature tO assure maximum
:._: fluidity of the melt.
A half-tube resistive elenient design was then tesied with a fused silica boat positioned hoi'i-
zontaUy as shown in Figure 3. inside diameter of the heater was 5.0 cm and length was ! 5 cm, The
maximunl available power input to the element (4.8 kW) was barely sufficient to melt the silicon
8 ':
ti •
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Figure2. Premelter
_)atFus_lQuJrlz
Figure3. Half-TubePremelterDesign
and insufficient to cause the melt to flow from the spout. Again, the tempe,'a;..lt_,acF,;eveowas only
slightly above the silicon melting point. A largeamount of heat was lost to the env._ronmentar,d the
chamber containing the heating element was inadequately sealed and purged to completely elimi-
nate oxygen back-diffus;ng into the system. The "'dross"or skin formed on the melt surface greatly
inhibited melt fiowability. 1
!
The half-tube design of Figure 3 was carried one step further to the cylindrical design of
Figure 4. This cylindrical design provide,: substantially greater temperatures in the silicon since tile
: gi'apllite heater served as its own heat shield. Dimensions of the heater were approximately the same
Figure 4. Auxiliary CrucibleHeater: SuIitTube Design
' i
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L
_. as tile halfqube; 5 cm ID I)y 1_ cm l(mt,'. The quartz boat of Figure 3 was placed inside the heater
_.: to serve as a crucible. TIi¢ premoltcr was wrapped with several layers of graphite felt for additional
_: insulation and no problems wt_re encoulltered in achieving melts with approximately 4 to 4.2 kW
power input. However, molt solidification in the crucible exit spout prevented good liquid floW
from the crucible. AlSo, extreme devitfificatlon of the fused quartz boat was observed-duo tO thehigh tem!ter."mLwsa,,h!eve_a_!n efforts to effect silieop,-flow.
The Figure 4 premelter configur',ltion was then altered slightly to utilize quartz boats con-
taining a vertical exit-spout in the bottom extending through a hole in the graphite heater. This
arrangement was successful in providing molten flow from the premelter. However, the nonwetting
of the fused quartz by the molten silicon caused the silicon to ball up and not flow out of the
crucible in a. continuous stream. Instead, the silicon exited the crucible in discr_,-globules or
droplets.
The most straightforward approach to overcoming the nonwetting and devitrification associ-
ated with fused quartz crucibles is to elimixlate the crucible altogether. This was tried by making
an integral heater/crucible using the Figure 4-heater design. Graphite end plates were glued to the
heater using Dylon GC graphite cement. A graphite exit. nozzle was screwed into a threaded hole
drilled through die bottom of the heate-r and the entire assembly was SiC-coated. This crucible is
. illustrated i_Figtlre 5.
i Results in laboratory tests With the integral heater/crucibiz were moderately encouraging.
i The intimate contact between silicon and heater provided rapid, efficient melting and the exit flow
: more nearly resembled a stream than did the previou_ approaches. However, some plugging in the
exit nozzle was observed due to inadequate power available from the srnall power supply. The
thermal environment in the test chamber was quite different from that of a puller under power and
operating at 20-ram Hg pressure. Consequently, it was decided to discontinue premelter develop-
ment work in the test chamber and begin using the continuous puller which Was now-completed
and ready for testing.
Ip
Figure 5. Integral Auxiliary Heater/Crucible
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The various technical and oper:ltitm;tl diffict|ltics nncove_::t/_m I:tboratory work with t11¢llori-
zoulal plY'melter configuratlot_ of Figures 3-5 catlsed :1r't'ev'Jhl,t{lol|Of tile "tt,_t tube" prcmeltet
design of I'igtnv 2. This design ot_l_,rsseveral advantages over tile I_rlzofltal cotlfigltr.ations: (!) tht_
heater is _'latively ea.W to fabricate, (2) heating is effick'nt, (3) the premt:ltct t:_l be positiotu:d
directly over tile prim;l"y melt .'uld ill close proximity to minimize melt-spl_lshlng, ;ind (4) milfilnal
pwmcltcr inmdation is required since the primary cnn¢ible am.l melt provide a built-ill thennal
! b',a'rierto heatlosses.Thu.,_tileprcmclterapprcgtchillustr.atcA-inFigure2 wds selectedfortesting
_ iil-[h¢, cont[nttous pttlk_r,
The u_achined graphite heating 4.qement bad a 38-Into IO and was 140-mn_ long. [nitiaLtcsting
utilized either SiC-coated or bare graphite so that tile heater formed its own crtlcible. Tile at|xiliary
power supply for the continuous puUer premelter could provide 9 kVA (600 A at 15 V) and this
power was supplied to tile premelter through water-coOled copper electrodes bolted to the pre-o
melter top flange With tantah,n bolls, in early tests, the premelter was positioned 30 degrees from
vertical, angled into tile primary cn,cible. Silicon fines were fed into the open top by the auger
feed system. Tile primary crucible was loaded with 4-ks silicon which.was maintained i_ the tuolten
state during premelter testing. No attempts were made to grow crystal while testing the premelters.
Several experilm, ntai run.,;were made at first with tile ba_ graphite heaters. These rims showed
feasibility in that the incoming silicon could be melted and cattsed to flow ir_to the primary cruci-
ble. However, the molten silicol! reacted rapidly with the bare graphite premelter aiid the large
volume expansion which occtw,_-when silicon reacts Witl_ graphite to form SiC caused severe crack-
i_g of the heater. Once the heater, cracked, electrical contimtity was lost _d the beater cooled
dt_cn below the silicon melting point thereby terminating tile test.
i
Somewh',it bett_"r el'suits Were obtained with SiC-coated pgemelters. Tile coatiiig Senti"ally
t' prevente_t gross heater cracking altliough eventually dtlrit_g a test run Some cracking would occur
probably from sillcolvgraphite reactions at small pinholes ill tile coating.
;, Even without the cracking, another problem with tile combination heater/crucibles was tile
tendency of the molten silicon to fill the silt forming the two electrode halves. The silicon surhce
tension was sufficient to hold it in tile slit, creating an electrical short. This sliort would lower the
current density near the Iteater tip. causing it to cool below tile silicon nlelting point.
In view of tile several problems encountered ill using the various combination heater/crucible
premelters, it was decided to insert fused silica "test tube" crucibles into tile cylindrical heaters.
This is the arrangement illustrated in Figare 2. Figure 6 is a photograph of the graphite heater
showing tile slit forming two electrodes. The b-null hole at tile base of the slit was necegsaw to
• relieve stress during operation and prevent heater breakage. Figure 7 ig a top view of tile test tube
premelter showing the attached copper electrodes and tile fused quartz litter. A number of pre-
melter insulation materials were tried including quartz, mulllte, and ahunina tubes sllpped over the
heater. Bell results were obtained, in tile end, by wrapping 6-nml thick grapilile felt around the
heater. The leit was held ill place by thin molybdenunl wire. Tile felt and wire had sufficiently
higher electrical resistivity so thai shorting of the lieater was no problem. Overall electrical resis-
tattce of the heater was around 0.02 iZ. l:igure 8 shows a power calibration curve Of the graphite
healercorrectedfor losseslilrotighthewater-cooledlectrodes.
I!
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Additional premelter discussion is provided in the section on puller test runs.
C. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
ti 1. Continuous Czochralski Doping
Tile crystal re:tlstwity during continuous growth can be held constant by assuri]ng that tireincoming dopant flow contained in the polysilicon exactly equals the rate of incorporation into il
': crystal. A general dopant analysis along tile lines indicated in reference 5 gives for the resistivity:
kCii
' ' r
P/Pi = Cr (Ct- kCl;) exp (-- kVs/Vo) (2)
where
• Cli = initial melt dopant concentration
('r = incoming melt replenishnlent concenlration
Vs = crystal vohtme grown
Vo = primary crucible ntelt volume
k = dopant segreg;Jtion coefficient
pi = initial crystal resistivity. V s = o
13
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i_qualion (2) indicalvs thaI, without spvcial prccauti_m, til_ CWstal resistivity wjll-_:ontinually
dccr_'aseasmore crys|:di_grown duc to tll_:cxponeltt[_lltcrm illtli__ h.'nomil_alor.loWcv_.,r,ii"
('r = k ('li, lhc cXponvtttial tc_m drops _lu[ and f,hc resistivity will n,,n|_i_lcotSstant,independent of
crystal volumc, Vs, grown. Tiros, the incominB fccd stream should.-.[_,"doped to a levL'lk Cli in
ordcr Its nlaillP,',_lk COllkldlttt axial _:Wst_ilrcsistiv[ty profiles.
The hlst crystal grown in a contim|otis nm Will, of course, bc grown without melt addition and
its resistivity will obey the batch charge _qation:
,,/pi=(l--g!l k (3)
in which g Ls the: fi':iction of melt solidified. To erasure a high resistivity yield, the cWstal spcn:iflca-
tion should be broad enough to encompass this last crystal resistivity variation. For boron dopant
witll k = 0.8 and at a grow yield of g - 0.9, the bottom of the last crystal will have a resistivity 0.63
tliat of the other crystals in the rim.
. 2. CoiltinuOtiS Czochralski hnpuHty BuildupSemiconductor-grade polysilicon contains trace amottnts of vaCious impurities such as iron,
nickel, chromiunl, etc. Thcsv trace impurities do not normally present a problem for routine crystal
t growth. So "iat-gradepolysilicon at $ L0/kg is likely to contain significantly larger amounts oi":netalllc' in|purities than current semiconducto_ silicon. Consequently, itnptiHty buildup in contimlous Cz
• codld become a factor inhibitillg crystal quality and grow yields.
(
; Segregation coefficients of tile trace metals range fronl 2 X 10-3 for alunHnmn¢_to around
: 4 X 10-6 for titaniom and v:madhmt. 5 The nlelt impurity buildup ill a continuous Cz i, roc_ss for
materials having low k's was derived in reference 5 and is given, in slightly altered form. by:
('/('o = t + G (4_
where
(" = melt tot solid) in|purity conccntr:ltion
('o = initial In_.,It(or solid) conccsitratlon
G "-ratio of total crystal weight, Wc, pulled to inHial melt lveigllt, Wo.
t' Saln_ as the tlSUalg in a b:lich pull.
[Equation (4) is accttratc within 5% fiw vahlcs ofkG _ 0. l. The bull.Yapgiven by cq. (4) holds up to
the last crystal which is filch glwcrncd by tl_e usual batch pull rcla|ion lbr small k:
('/('o' " ( ! g) I (5)
where ('o' is Ihc tncll impurify concentration at tcrminaiion oi"silicoi| additJo|l.
14
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To illustrate,assume a baselinelO0-kgprocessco,sistingof five20-kgcrystalswith l.kg
tapersand a l-kgbutton.Asstuncalsoth:itheprimarycr0cihleisa nominal20-kgor-12-inch
crucit1[e.Then, at temlinationor"melt addition.2 kg intotilei'ii'th.crystal.G = 86/20= 4.3and
C/Co = I+ 4.3= 5.3from-eq.(4).At thatpoint,eq.(5)go_,,ernsand thefinalimpt|rityconcentra-
tionat startof taperas tliefifthcfy._talisgivenby C/Co _ _.3(I-0.9)-I = 53.The impurily
buildupasa functionofG fortl_s:s._sumedcaseisshown by thesolidlineinFisnrec).
' At1 ililerestlng alternate Czochr_lski strategy is th_t of pulling several cwstals t_roma _ngle
large chargc-n_,ltlpulling, tmpurity buildup in this case is simply the b_tch pull relation eq. (5).
To achieve thu s_me net crystal output as the continuous example above, tl_ initi_charge si_e
would be 106 kg. At tlie end of the fiftll 20-k_ crystal, at start of taper, g = 104/106 _"0.981. This
value of g in cq. (5) gives a final C/Co = (l - 0.981)-I = 53, precisely the same fin,'_!result as in
the continuou,_; case. The multipull impurity buildup is shown by the dashed line in Figure 9.
Impurity buildup of a multicharg, e strategy could be examined using eq. (5) with results
similar to those in Figure 2 of reference 5. The end result is exactly the same, i,e., the last crystal
at start of taper would have a C/Co = 53. A major difference exists, however, between multicharging
and the other two approaches hi that each multicharge crystal in the run wil| exhibit impurity
levels greater th,,m those of the first four crystals in multipull or continuous r.uns.Tile majority of
the impurities is confined to the last crystal in contil3uous and multipull whereas in multichal'ging
they are distributed throughout all tile crystals.
00 [80 k <0.0t -60 t00-k_Runs -
40_ I Multipul|
20 I,
c', I0
--' - I - i
;, 4- : " - i
!
2 - i'
I
I , ,
i 2 3 4 5 6
O • Wc'Wo
l; Figtlre 9. ImpoHfy Buildup for Two CzochraJski SlrateSies
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_i The above ob_rvationS imply that mUlticharglngis a riskier strategy than ¢ontinuous/mUltipull
if solar_gradepolysilicon is significantly dirtier than current semiCondUctor silicon. This implies.
in turn, that the last crystal in a continuous run could be unusable due to excessive impuritiea or
poor erystaliintty, o,,
3. Crystal Pull Rate
The crystal, growth model developed in. reference 4 was utilized to model IO-cm growth.
Figure I0 shows theoretical maXimUmpull rates for continuous versus sing|e.ch_ge pulls from
: 12-kg crucible melts. At file longer crystal lengths, continuous growth provides a 25% pull r_te
i advantage OVerbatch growth. The indicated 19 cm/h continuous pull rate offers a comfortable
margin over tile !0 cm/h goal of the Czochralski programs.
4. ThermalModeling
i Early in this program, a model of the Varlan 2848A hot zone assembly was developed to
explore possible improvements in conjunction with the new lower dome fabrication. Results of
this wO,g Wegerather uninteresting in that no obvious changes were indicated which would dra-
matically improve hot Zone control, response, or stability. Consequently, the standard 10-inch
i hot zone package was utilized in the experimental work.
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Figure | O. Theoretical Maximum Pull Rates of Continuous Versus
Single Charge Czochralski Siiicon Crystal Growth
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A thermalmodelofthe.melt/cruclble/crystalw_ developedtoexamineheatlosses£romthe_e
elements aS a function of various parameters such as operaf|onal mode, crucible si_e and crystal
l size. Figure I 1 compareg heat los_.s to the furnace ambient for batch pull vergu_continuous crystal
pulling. That figure assumes a nominal IO.inch crucible liner from which a IO-cmdiameter crystal
is growing. In the batch Chargemode, heat losses from the melt and crucible continually increase
. as the crystal grows which means that furuace power must increase proportionally to maintain
thermal equilibrium. On.the other hand, continuous growth-offers a fairly stable heat load to the
furnace which means that temperaZure control of the melt would be more easily attained in this
case.
Figure 12 illustrates the influence of crucible size on heat losses from the melt and crucible
for continuous growth. A band is obtained because of the variationof the losses with crystal length.
For instance, a 10-cm crystal growing from a nominal lO-inch liner (24.5 cm ID) will produce a
heat loss varying from 8.5 to 10.2 kW as can be verified from Figure l I. Figure 12 suggests that
there is a practical upper limit on crucible diameter and 35 cm (14 inches) may be approaching
that limit. At this and largerdiameters, heat shielding will be necessary to keep heat losses to a
manageablelevel.
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Figure I I. Combined Melt/Crucible Heat Losses DuH._gCrystalGrowth
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Figure 12. Combined Melt/Crucible Heat Losses as a Function of Crucible Size
D. TEST RESULTS
After assembly of the continuous puller, a number of batch pull runs were made to check out
furnace operation and debug the puller. Approximately 1½ months were spent in this checkout
phase in which controls were calibrated, leaks discovered and repaired, plumbing connections
altered, and crystal growth experience gained. Eventually the puller operated satisfactorily as
t;vJdenced by good 7.6-cm diameter growth. At this point, premelter runs were started.
i"
As was mentioned earlier, the Figure I premelter concept was abandoned in favor of the
arrangement shown in Figure i3. The vertical orientation was the lea_t preferred since it meant
that 10-cm crystal could not be grown in the 12-kg crucible due to the physical space occupied
by the ptemelter. To circumvent this problem, the premeltet was tried initially angled oyez the
crucible at a 60-degree orientation with approximately 3 cm extending over the edge of the cru-
cible. This arrangement did not work for two reasons: (1) the molten ._illcon created severe melt
vibration from dropping into the crucible from the excessive height, and (2) there was a tendency
for the silicon fines to hang up in the premelter forming a bridge and preventing further entry of
i
sihcon.
Even in the vertical position, silicon bridging was fairly common initially and is illustrated
in Figure 14. The graphite premelter heater is hottest at its tip and coolest at the top whe;'e the
water-cooled electrodes are attached. Thus, there is a temperature gradient along its length and if
the premelter were filled to a level near the cooler top, the silicon at the top would not melt.
18
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Instead, the silicon fines would sinter forming a solid bridge preventing additional silicon entry.
This bridge was typically one particle thick andcreated a reflective heat shield for the silicon under
it causing that silicon to melt and run out of the premelter. Three things were necessary to over-
come the bridging: (!) the premeiter Waslengthened about-2 cm to create a longer, hotter region,
(2) graphite felt insulation was necessary to minimize heat losses, and (3) the premeiter was pOW-
ered to operating conditions befot'e any silicon was added which caused the silicon feed to melt
virtually instantaneously as it entered tl_epremelter.
The vertical test tube premelter will not provide a steady stream of molten silicon into the
primary crucible. Instead, the silicon-exits the premelter in discrete droplets or globules due tOthe
surface ten_ion holding molten silicon in the exit tube. Figure 1$ shows the molten silicon head or
height necessary to overcome surface tension as a function of the exit tube diameter. The pre-
melters tested in this programhad 6-ram diameterexit spouts. Thus, from Figure 15, a 2-cm head is
required to cause flow from the exit tube. In operation, the premelter fills with molten silicon
until a depth of this magnitude is achieved. At that point, the molten globule will rush out due to
momentum ttntii the liquid level is equal to the spout entry (refer to Figure 14). The f'dlprocess
then repeats, resulting in discrete slugs of liq0id silicon falling into the primarycrucible.
If the premelter were positioned too far above the crucible, some splashing of molten siiico,
could be ob_rved. To prevent splashing, one run was made with a fused quartz splash guard at-
tached to the premelter. This guard Was--positionedso that approximately 2 mm was submerged
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Figure I $. Silicon Head Required to Overcome Surface Tension
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below the crucible melt surface. The splash gtlard creaied sudl severe therntal asynlllletl_ lhat it
was not possible to grow a crystal from tile moll. Also, the guard did not prevent splashing IIor
did It damp out vibrations ih the melt. il was abandoned after this one test in favor of simply
raising the crucible until the melt level was only 2 mm or so from the premelter exit. This close
positioning eliminated melt splaghing and minimized agitation.
Four different heat shleldlng materials ii)r |11_,,premelter were tried. First, t:lear fused quartz
' tubirtg was slipped Over the graphite heai,:r and sttspelltled from the top electrodes with molyb-
denum wire. Tilts flfielding technique was abandoned because the quartz was simply not an effective
'. , radiation shield and it tended to react with the grapl_ite, causing severe oxide b_ldup ot_.the pre-
heater. Similar tube shields were Pabr{cated from alumina and mullite tubes and these worked
i considerably better than the quartz, ltowevet, uitinlately ordiftary 6-ram thick graplfite felt was
used which provided the best insulation properties. Olle layer of felt was wrapped around the
heater and secur d with small molybdenum wire. In addition to supe ior ermal insulation, the
i felt minimized the si_-eof the premelter. Figure !_ is a pl_otograph of a felt-insulated premelter.
Midway through the testing program, it was decided to replace the auger feed with a vibratoryfeeder. The auger O-ring seals were susceptible Io fine silicon dust working its way into them,
scoring the shaft, and causing leaks. The st:als were reworked once successfully but when it was
I apparent they required a second reworking, it was decided to go to a Syntron-type bin feeder
Figure 16. Premelterwith Graphite Felt insulation
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enclosedin a vacuum-tightchamber.Thisunit fedgranularsilicon finesto thepremelterthrou_ a
12-ram ID Teflon tube and worked reasonably well. Occasionally the silicon wcJuldblock the line
but light tapping on the Teflon would dislodge tire blockage. This blockage was pugziing until it
was realized that friction between the silicon granules antJthe tube created an electrostatic charge
on the silicon causing it to Stick to the side of the Teflon. Once a few silicon granulesstuck, they
would then create a dam behind which the incoming flow would ba_:kup, cresting a blockage.
This can be prevented by using a grounded metal inlet tube.
The procedure on the experimental runs was to melt $ or 6 kg of ordinary chunk polysilicon
in the primary crucible a_d raise the erttcibie until the melt level was within 2 mm or so Of the
pre_elter exit spout. Premelter power wag turned on prior to seed and top growth so that thermal
Stability could be achieved. Once top growth was completed anti a few centimeters of crystal
were grown, polyslllcon feed to the premeiter could be started. Crystal growth would then proceed
with melt addition Until the run was terminated.
On a few occasions, the premelter was turned on after the crystal top had been rolled. Every
time this was tried the sudden thermal shock would cause the crystal to cut in and lose perfection.
For good top growth, it is absolutely essential that thermal equilibrium be established prior to
seed-in which means that the premelter needs to be at or near operating temperature from the
Verybeginning before seed-in is started.
Twenty-nlneexperimentalrunsweremadewith testtubepremeitersbutonlyeightrunscould
be consideredreasonablysuccessful.In thoseeightruns,83 cm of nomin_d6-cmdiametercrystal
was grown with melt addition during growth. The best run achieved 21 cm of growth with melt
addition. However, all the crystal grown with melt addition was high-dislocation primarily due to
oxide problems. The unsuccessfulruns failed for every reason known to Czochralski crystalgrowth:
puller leaks, crucible shaft vibration, furnace and premelter power supply malfunctions, premelter
electrode breakage, electrical arcing,vacuum pump failure, etc.
The number one problem encountered in the continuous growth runs Wasoxide buildup.
Six sources were identified as potential oxide contributors: (1) puller leaks, (2) oxide evaporation
from the primary melt surface, (3) water leaks, (4) s,.lrfaceoxide from the granularsilicon feed,
(5) premelter fused quartz llner-graphitereactior_,and (6) fused quartz heat shield-graphltereaction.
Whatever the oxide source, it will collect on any relatively cool surface and the premelter water-
cooled electrodes were very convenient in this regard. Also, the SiC and SiC2 would collect all
along the outside of the premelter with a continual buildup as a run progressed. Eventually, a
piece or, sometimes, a large clmnk would drop off into the crucible invariably attaching to the
growing crystal thereby ruiningits crystallinlty.
All the oxide sources listed above were systematically investigated but it was impossible to
eliminate that from the primary melt and that from the pretneltergranular silicon. Consequently,
it is doubtful that the test tube premelter approach pursued in this program can tes,_it in 1O0-kg
rtms of dislocation-free single crystal. Interestingly, melt agitation caused by the liquid addition in
, these runs did not seem to adverselyaffect crystal perfet:tion. The key is to minimize melt agitation
by keeping the melt level either adjacent to the premelter exit or submerge the exit spout. This
22
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hitter item was attempted once but the crucible was raised to_ far and contacted the grapllite
premelter heater. This caused the healer to break as it reacted with the molten silicon to fotnl SiC
No further attempts were made to suDmer_ethe exit spout
Only two crystals were characterized for oxygen and carbon due to a lack of sufficiently
interestinl_ product to justify the expense and trouble. A 7.6°cm boron-dop0d crystal grown in
batch mode to check ptdler operations is presented in Table 2 The C and O levels in Table 2 are
quite normal
Table 2. Batch PullCalbon 0nd Oxygen
g 01cygen Cnrbon
0.02 i ,GX 10TMelcrh3 N_)ndat_ctebll_
0.79 1,3 X 10TM 7,4 X 101(t
One crystal grown with continuous feed was measured and the results are shown in Table 3
Crystal diameter was 5 cm and it was undoped. Melt addition began32 cm down from the top roll
: and ended 172 cm down Total length of the 50-cm diameter crystal was 21 1 cm Oxygen looks
a little low and the carbon is a little high, wlfich could be due to the influence of the graphite
premelter heater although too much should not be inferred from one set of measurements
Table 3. Continuous Pull Carbonand Oxygen
i.ocatiOn Oxygen Carbon
Top roll 1.2 X t0 TMd/cm3 5.3 X 101(_a/cm3
3.2 cm after feedstarted 1.0 X 10TM 8.2 X 101B
_,8 cm after feedstarted 1,2 X 10TM 9.3 X 1016
Bottom,no feed 1.0 X 10TM t3.B X 10TM
E. ECONOMICMODELING
• The IPEG opt;n,_ of SAMICSI was used to estinlate costs of the coniim_ous Czochr:,Aski
prOcess described. Fairly conservative assunlptions were made regarding labor, supplies costs, az_d
yields. A IO0-kg furnace run results i,1 545 cm of lO-em diameter crystals. For a baseline process,
• it is assulned that five crystals, each of 109-cm length, will be grown it, one run for a total of
545-cm crystal at 100% yield. A summary of the basic model assumptions is given below with
backup information in Appendix B.
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I, BasicAssumptions
_. 100-kgFumae,,erun
' b. l0-cmDiametercrystalpulledatI0 cm/h
c. Equipmentcostits1.30,000
d. Equipment utilization is 83%
e. Furnace floor space is !50 ft2
f. Run cycle time is 72.0 h
g. Two pullers per operator ..
h. Direct labor cost $5/h
L Operating supplies are $538/furnace run
j. Power her run-is 4180 kW-hat Yd}.03/kW-h
k. 100%Yield/run is 101.66 m2 in slice equivalent area based on 25 slices/cm crystal
at 95%saw yield.
The above cost assumptions are in 1978 dollars. Later these costs will be adjusted back to
1975 dollars per t:'ie IPEG inflation factors in order to n,main compatible with the 1982 cost goals.
2. IPEG Inputs
a. Furnace Runs/Year
With the assumed 83% utilization factor applied to a 24-h day, 364-day year the furnace
runs/year are:
' Runs/year = (0.83) (24) (364)/72.0 = 100.7
b. Direct Labor
Labor/run= (72.0 h) ($5.00/h)/2 = $180.00
Direct_labor/year= ($180.00) ( !00.7) = $18,127
c, OperatingMaterials
From Appendix B the materials costs/run are $538.00. The annual materials costs are:
MATS= ($538.00) (i00,7) = $54,177
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d. tllilili_,s
Tlw only utilities ct_st of-col_¢qUe'nc¢ is the electrical pow,,r pt'r r_c:',ssuim'd at $O.O.l/kW-h.
t'ost-/ttm = t4180 kW-ID4$O.03) = $125.41.1
i Utilitk's/yeal: _-A125.401 t I00.7_ : $12,{_28
I
¢. Crystal t'JtttpttL
nil
e_l I00"_' Cry,'_lal yield, 545 cm cWstal will be tWotluct'tk wlli¢:h, at 2,:1.75slh.,t's/cttl yields
I t)I .oo m2 Per furnace run. Then,
QII:XN= t I O!.oo) t 100.7) = 10237. l_-m2/yr
_. 3. iPEG Costl'hc IPI-G ¢ost_model uses Ilk" cqO._ltion:.
Cost = tO.4 _). l:QPT-_ ,)7. SQFT _ 2.1 • DLAB + 1.3- MATS
t ._ 1.3. UTII,)/QUAN
where
I._QP'I'= t'quil,nlctlt cosl = $13t).f)Ot')
SOFT :--space requirements per fund:lee = 150 |'l 2
I)1 All = aluutal direct labor = $18,127 '
I%IA'rS= :lnnu;,'l n|:tlel'ial._;cost = $54,177
mum. [ITII,-- annu:nl utilities cost = $12.b28
Qi, IAN : anl_ual output = 10237. Ib m_
With Ilwst' p,1r:1111eh.'rs.111¢IPi.'(; ,'o,_l is $1_)._5/11_.'. I'l_'il:lting this cost back to 1_175dolhlts u.,,ing
;1 I. 27'5 itlllatioll t,tctt,r, gives a 1')75 _'qutv,tletll cost of $ L.5.57/nl2:1I IO0"F crystal yield.
4. i'otal t'ry,_t,d t'osl[
Polysilicou cxpellse ¢all be atldt'd easily Io tile abt_ve .,'r.vslal proccssitlg cos| Ilsitlg II1(_kg/ttlu
mid lhe S:Ullt,slice t'qlllV:l]t'lll ;llt':l. I'olal cr.Vsl:ul¢osls in 1_)75 dollars _|rt' shown in llle tabh' bt,low
|'Of IiIIbtlrdt'lh'tl i_o1,%, ili¢oll.
25
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Poly Cost 1-975.Cry._tal.Cost 10t}";,Yield
$ 0/kg $15.57/m2
I0 20.00
25 41.64
60 78. !3
Figure 17 shows the ;Lbovecrystal costs ;is a function of yiekl. On a grams in-grams out bdsis, ;i
crystal :) ield of St}q;,or better should_hc-feasible in a continuous process.
5. TotaL.Wafer Cost
Crystal slicing costs mtlst.be added to tileabove to 41rriveat the final slice value. Varian7 has
projected sawing costs in the !(184 time t'ramc at $20.23/m2 ill 1075 dollars. This sawing cost is
independent of cwstal yield and will add directly to the costs shown ill Figure L7. For example,
crystal grown from $25/kg polysilicon with an 80% yield will restllt in a slice cos( af.$72.28/m2
which is comfortably below the JPL .1982 gilideline i ol:.$128/m2.
The 1080 cost goal of $18.20/m2 presents a considerably Inore formidable challenge, in fact,
as the above table and Figure 17 indicate, tilts cost goal calmot be met unless polysilieon is free,,
c_stal yield is it)()':;,, :rod sawing costs .'llv reduced to $2.03/m2 if one adheres to tile assumptions
i:
lzO T I I I i_
1915Dollars I
lO-cmDiameter
!00- 23slices/era --
e,, 80_ S_/kg Pol_. ysilicon
.=-
t
4o ii
. 1
_0 o0 70 80 ¢0 I00
Crystal _ield. %
[! Fi_,urt, 17. SAMICS/IPEG Continuous Czochraiski Crystal Cost ,.
Exprt,sst,d in Equivalent Slice Area
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listed on page 24. This sawing cost would represent ;m additional order-of-ntagnittgle reduction
_ from a,1 already optimistic slicillg cost proj.ection 7 and is urlattainable. Consequently, o,le is forced
to conclude that Czochrglskt silicon cannot.meet, the 1986 waf_:rcost goal. Nevertheless, Czochxalski
ca_leet the h_teemediate-aad near-term cost goals and is worth pursuing on that basis-alone.
6. Cost _nsit|vity
. ' The sensitivity of crystal cost to run size alld cwstal size were estimated using the precious
g'_ cost asst_mptions. However, operating supplies costs were altered slightly. These sup_plies were i]l- assumed $338/run exclusive of argon and crystal seeds up to the [00-kg run..level..For runs larger lthan 100 kg, supplies were increased !% per kilogram per run. Thus, a 120-kg mi" would consume($338)(1.2) = $405.60 in operating supplies. In addition, argon costs, which are proportional ::
. to cycle time, were aSSumed $2.50/h (50cfh X $0.05/ft3) which corresponds with recentope.r_ting experience.
a. Furnace Run Size '
Tile sensitivity of crystal cost to run size was examined assuming a crystal weight of 20 kg,
= exclusive of bottom taper. This crystal weight is convenient from a ha_ndlingand length standpoint
and is compatible with current practice. Table 4.gives pertinent data for this case along with the
B yearly coSts dsed in IPEG.
A graph of tile resulting crystal costs is shown in Figure 18. It is very interesting that the cost
curves approach a minimum asymptote at aboOt 100 kg/run. The reason, for this is app_'ent from
Table 4. Yearly labor cost per furnace is independent of the number Ofruns and materials, utilities,
and Wafer outp_tt are essentially constant from 100 kg up. ThUs, crystal costs flatten out and
become independent of run-size. As mentioned, material costs were increased proportional to run
size above 100 kg. However, removing this restriction does not alter the fundamental result. If
materials were held constant at $338/run, crystal t:osts at the 200 kg/run level would be only 10%
m lower than those shown in Figure 18.
b. Crystal Size
The effect of crystal size on add-on costs was examined for nominal 100-kg runs. Table 5
presents pertinent parameters for this analysis and Figure 19 shows the results using IPEG. I Crystal
, cost vari_.s linearly with the number of crystals/run. Obviously, it would be foolish to grow !0
crystals in a IO0-kg run but this case is shown in Table 5 and Figure Ic_to give some indication of
the cost penalty incurred in pulling plugs.
Note tllat polysilicon consumption increases with the number of crystals/run due to the
additional silicotl lost in the bottom tapers. Consequently, the total crystal cost inchtding poly-
sili¢oil increltses at It slit,,htly greater rate than tile slopes ghowli ill Figure Itl.
q9790q 6280-TSG04
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I'i._tltv .'11 sltx_xvs_II_1_ ¢lt_ul-of |11¢ <t_._lclc111cnt_ l\_1 lilt 1,11sc11111.ct_ntluttotts I':OCllt',tl._ki
pt'_<CsS_|t the I tlS(t I_qy,<ili¢_u _11 _xt'$I LI/k}_ |'1ic <t_st;ll sllciltg costs ;11vl_tkctt 1"t'_111tvt'_'t'cltct' ",
1"11_'I,_1._t'li111't': pt_'e._,_ is Ih;It t_I"t'_¢ _tt t_gcry._t=tt._i_t't' 1'11t'11;111lull gt'_'_Wlt |'l't_ttt _I _()ok_ ,'111,'iHt'.
I'11_' 1,_I_11t'," p1_'e,_ <_._t ¢,xclt1_ive _t" l_d.vsili<t_11 i._ _11_l_r,_xiu1_11clyS,_') 1112_t11_<11i,_ t_'c1'
_v;it'er ¢_,_I g,_ai, l'llis $3'_ 1112=1dd-t_11_'t_,_Ii,__l1111ostt'qu_111y,_pllt |_t't_vceu cr.v,_I_11l_1'_vth ¢11111,_t_Villg
1_ _i11,'_,_I ¢I,'nic111._i,_i11._tit'i,',lwith cr.x,_t_11,_licing i11,_1_i,_inH_il_In| ;I,_cry,_t,1|g1_x_lll. It 1,_¢111ph,i
• ,_i;c_l 111_11I 1cS,'11.? _ 111,',_,I_i11_',_'_._i11,_¢di11I'iI_111_'7111"¢p1_'_t'ilt,__111i_',111,__pti1111_tic_'t_I 1_'dllCttot_
fI_111111cc1111",'111,_"'I 1111_'t_,_I._'
S. A.llt,m_ueSI1'_ite,_ie_
_'_ _ ,iii,,iu,ii," ,11,P1_,ichc._1"_i l',, cI.__t_iI g1_Vtil _11_"._111_c,_te_|,I_ |I,1_11Q,,_111_'11111it:_11 |_11gcr
di,11111tcI_'i_ _',iI, ,,Ii,I I.'l uulllil,1111iu_',,whi¢11 ix'l't'1._|_ l_1"_v111g,_¢_cI_iI<i_._t,iI_ l'|t_111_I._illglc c111,'iI,I¢
1UCllt _illCC ,i con1111uou,_pult¢1 l'tt1' It_-_'111¢I,_,_t_11l_tttl_Ibl.x. ,'_111_I_' ,_c;11ed11ptit I ? _tlI .'..__'111_ i111
i: 1111111u1,II_ itI't,'tdI_,.._,Ith_111_h t\_I"<_11,_I_111I,_1i¢<Ihi¢l_11_'_._i[It' _'_II\'I' _11_,'_I| ,'I"11111i,_i11dt'i_t'11d¢111_I'
_|i,1uIcICI, II_1_k,_: tq' t|I¢ 1,11_,,¢r_'ix,_1_iIct_111dbc i=1,_wn i11 I_,._ ti111c111_111_<nl r_'._uili111_1111111_i_,
f'11111_1_'qi1111_p¢I ._¢,1r.
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Table 6 compares costs of both 12.5 cm and 15 cm crystal with the l O-cm baseline. The i
crystal costs in Table 6 are add-on costs at 100% yield in. 1975 dollars. All assumptions built into
Table 6 are the same as for the lO-cmbaseline process, Thus, going to 12,5.cm crystal offers a 20%
costsavingsoverIO-cmcrystal.Howe_ea,when polysificonandsawingcostsareaddedin,thenet
savingsintotalcostisonty8%. _
Table 6. Crystal Diameter Impact on-Cost
lO0-kg Continuous RUns
CrystM Oilk CV¢IeTime Runs/YL Output/Yr. MstI't,Nt. Utilities/yr. CrystalCost
10.0 cm 72.0 h 100,7 10,2_7 m2 $54,177 $12,6_8 $16.57/m2
12.5 52.3 138.6 I,;.068 67,741 12,715 12.32
i 15.0 41.7 173.9 17,6Sl 80,38S 1:_,636 10.54
A multipulling strategy is attractive in that it is a relatively straightforward extension of
conventional batch pull Czochralski and,. therefore, is lower risk than continuous Cz. Costs were
estimated using previous assumptions with the exceptions:
1.. Furnace cost: $120,0002. Operati_lgsupplies: $262 plus argon at 60 scfh and $0.05/ft3
_' 3. Linercost: $400
m'
4. Labor cost: $12,085/year/furnace.
The liner cost is estimated based on a 40 X 34 cm (16" X 13.5") 100-kgliner. With this liner size,
the net crystal per run is around 92 kg. Table 7 gives pertinent cost data for multipulling. Again,
crystal costs listed in Table 7 are .',d0-on at 100% yield in 1975 dollars. Although indicated crystal
costs are higher for multipulling than for continuous growth, the simplicity of this approach could
u¢, make the net cost differential in practice considerably less.
Table 7. Multipull.CrystaiCosts
100-kg Runs
Crystel Daa, C¥01oTime Runs/Yr. Outl)Ut/Y¢. Matl'|./Yr. Utilities/Yr. Cr¥|t|l Cost|
t0.0 cm 71.0 h 102.1 9.522 m2 $ 84.964 $16.033 $18._61rn2
12.5 63.0 t36.8 12,769 1il,492 17,1_E; 16.06
1.5.0 43.2 167,8 15,644 131,824 17.392 14.43
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SECTIONIii
_ cONCLUSlONS-A_D-RECOMMENDATIONS
The modest success demonstrated by this initial phase of continuous Czochralski process
development Wasencouraging from.an overall standpoint in.that severaLa_easof uncertainty were
, clarified and specific problems requiring additional investigation were identified. Major findings
included:
I. A flow of granular silicon can be melted in a fairly Simple, inexpensive premelter.
2. Overall power consumption of a continuous Cz furnace utilizing an in-situ p_melter
is the same as a batch charge furnace. The heated premelter acts as an insulator to
the primary crucible so that its heat lossesare reducedby approximately the premelter
power input.
3. Vibratory feeders for-metering solid silicon flow are prefer_d, at least for granular
silicon.
4_The presenceof a heated prernelteradjacentto a growingcrystal presentsno particular
problem as long as the premelter is maintained at operating temperature from start
of crystal growth. The maximum crystal pull rate appears to be reduced somewhat,
however.
5. Melt agitation from the incoming molten silicon droplets does not, of itself, destroy
crystallinity. Melt agitation can be reduced by submerging the premelter exit spout
below the primary crucible melt level. Excessive melt vibration is harmful because it
dislodges particulates from the crucible sides which van then strike the growing
crystal and destroy its perfection.
6. The VAT pneumatically operated and water-cooled vacuum valveoperated flawlessly.
Hot changes can be reduced to a fairly routine operation with the aid of this or
similar valves. Few particulates were dropped into the melt by the valve operation.
7. Crystal diameter control is unaffected by the premelter and melt addition even for
melt level fluctuations of ± I0 mrll. it was found that by calibratingthe inlet silicon
' flow rate and matching this against the crystal growth conditions, the melt level
could be held within this 10-ramtolerance without active melt level control.
8. From economic and operational standpoints, 100-kg furnace runs consisting of 4 or
5 crystals per run are optimal. A negligible cost improvement is obtained for larger
runs.
Several iiems of a negative nature became apparent during the investigation.
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9. Oxide buildup on the premelter was the major problem inhibiting more extensive
continuous runs. TI,ere are at least six sources of oxide, most of which.were
encountered at one time or another: (a)melt-liner reaction, (b)pt_ller leaks,
(c) water lt:ak inside the puller, (d) premeiter quartz llner-silicOnreaction, (e) oxide
frOm the granular silicon surface, and (f) quartz heat shield-graphitereaction. This
last source was eliminated by going to the graphite Mullite was foundfelt insulation.
•" also to be quite effective as a thermal radiation shield With alumina and quartz, in
that order, being of lesser effectiveness because of their contribution to the oxide
problem.
The oxide buildup on the premeltereventually grows to the point where a piece will
flake off, fall into the melt, and ruin the crystM.On severalinstances, oxide formed
across the mouth of the premelter liner, completely blocking entry of additional
silicon. Both the silicon fines and the test tube liner are believed to be contributors
to this phenomenon, i.t
No solution to the oxide problem is obvious. Any relatively cool surface extending
over the primary melt offers a condensation are. for the SiOand, occasionally, SiO2.
Several moreexperimental runsare necessary for a definitive conclusion to the care,
feeding, and prevention of oxide buildup.
10. Auger feed mechanisms for silicon are not recommended. They dOan excellent job
of grinding silicon into smaller fines which then destroy shafts, seals, andvacuums.
11. The premelter should be someWhat larger,than was used in this work in order to
provide a larger melt volume and enable the premelter to operate at a lower
temperature. Unfortunately, a largerpremelter requires a largerprimary crucible for
1O.cmcrystal to be grown comfortably. A 14-inch crucible should be adequaterather
than the I0-inch crucible employed in the program.
12. Cost projections of continuous Czochralskl wafer processes are not promising for
meeting 1986 cost goals. Crystal growth costs appearheaded down substantially but
,: slicing costs are far too high and even optimistic projections show slicing alone to
exceed the total allowable cost for the entire wafer process. It is recommended that
alternate sawing approaches to multiblade slicing be examined expeditiously.
13. An interesting crystal fallback position for the intermediate term could be a muitipuU
Cz process which is only slightly more expensive than a contintlOus process.
34
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SECTIONIVNEW.TECHNOLOGY
b
Two items were submitted as new technology during U_ecout'seof'tit& investigatioll;
I. The basic concept or'a continuous _rnaee having an in-site premelterwith attendant
" silicon storage and feed mechanism.
2. Tire compact, inexpensive test tube-design prem_:lterconsisting ot' a grapl_iteheater
|" surroundinga fusedquartz cylindrical liner.b*
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APPENDIXB
ECONOMICMODEL BACKUP
i
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I" CONTINUOUSCZOCHEIALSKIECONOMICMODEL
• CRYSTAL GROWTHEQUIPMENTCOST
20,kgHotZmi__
, 1. BasicFurnace $110,000
2. AuxiliaryMelter/PowerSupply 3,000
_" 3. SiliconHopper/FeedSystem 4,000
4. Malt LevelControl 5,000
5_.-VacuumValve 4,000
6. C,z)_ingency 4,000
Total $130,000
B.3
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_ CONTINUOUS CZOCHRALSKL ECONOMIC MODEL
20-kg Crucible, 20-kg Crystsls
CYCLE TIME
: Event Time i
I'
. I. Cleanup 0.5 b................
2. Load and Melt (10 kg) 2.5
3. SeedandTop 1.0
4..Growth (20 kg) 10.9 i09 cm
5. Taper (1 kg) 1.0
6. Unload 0.5
7. Repeat - 4 Crystals 53.6 436 cm
8. Cool.down _ 2.0
TOTALS: 72.0 h 545 cm
Polysilicoh Charged: 106 kg
Power Consumption: 4180 kW_-h
(:_h X Rn kw +R7 h X 60kW)
B-4
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ICONTINUOUSCZOCHRALSKI ECONOMICMODEL
CRYSTAL GROWTH OPERATING SUEELIES COSTS.................
20-kg Hot Zone
, Item Cost/Run
1. Crucible Shaft $ 18
2. Graphite Crucible 40
3... Quartz Liner 175
4, Graphite Shaft Parts . 9
5. Graphite Heater 20
6.. MisceUaneousGraphiteHeater Parts 4
7. Graphite Heat Shield 25.
8. Graphite Felt Insulation 3
9. Outer StainlessHeat Shield 5
10. MiscellaneousHeat ShieldParts 6
11. Shaft Seals 1
12. Auxiliary Heater 10
13. Auxiliary Crucible 10
14. Crystal Seeds 25
15. Vacuum Pump Filter 9
16. Vacuum Pump Oil 3
17. Argon 175
Total $538/fun
B-5
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